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Investing is just a game. But it's a game of skill and we play with real money. The game is run by
people who don’t care about you. They want your money. You can win this game, but only if you
make good decisions.How confident would you be putting your money on the table to play with
professional poker players? Do you think investing is any different? Investing is not saving. There
are winners and there are losers. If you don't know how to play, you actually have better chances
in the poker game. With cards the variance is higher; when investing the sharks always eat
first.This is not the same advice you read everywhere else. This is for when you realize all the
commonly repeated BS doesn't work as promised. It's your money. You don’t have to do what
everyone else does. Why not step away from the herd? You are the best source for your
investing answers. No one cares more about your money than you.When you’re done reading
this book, you will be a better investor. You will make money for yourself instead of letting
everyone else profit from your investments first. You can swim with the sharks.We make
investing easy. There is no reason for it to be difficult. Spend a couple of hours with us now and
you will make better investing decisions forever.Read now and be wealthier for the rest of your
life. You know that’s a good investment. HGJ

I am in the process of learning to code in Python and am, I must admit, no programming genius.
So I was delighted to see that George Pruitt, best known for his book onTradeStation's
EasyLanguage (Building Winning Trading Systems with TradeStation) had written a new book
that covered not only the TradeStation platform but also AmiBroker, Excel (with VBA), and
Python. The Ultimate Algorithmic Trading System Toolbox: Using Today's Technology to Help
You Become a Better Trader (Wiley, 2016) is a how-to manual for the non-quant who wants to
incorporate algorithms into his trading.Pruitt's focus in this book is not so much on system
development per se as it is on popular programming tools for building and back testing technical
trading systems. Yes, he has chapters on "Genetic Optimization, Walk Forward, and Monte Carlo
Start Trade Analysis" and "An Introduction to Portfolio Maestro, Money Management, and
Portfolio Analysis," but what will most likely draw traders to Pruitt's book is his extensive array of
clearly explained sample code.His examples of input into technical trading systems are drawn
from the usual suspects, such as Bollinger bands, Keltner channels, MACD, RSI, stochastics,
and various moving average indicators. More important, he shows traders who don't use
comprehensive platforms how to write system testers. He developed his own bare-bones Python
and Excel testing engines. A website accompanying the book includes this software, with all its
source code, as well as source code that can be run in TradeStation and AmiBroker. Unlike
much of the Python code that is available online, Pruitt's actually seems to be error-free. I didn't
test his other code.One of Pruitt's aims in this book was to offer "the most important and



simplest programming techniques to transform a non-quant into a not-so-non-quant." He has, I
believe, succeeded admirably.Brenda Jubin - Seeking AlphaFrom the Inside FlapTechnological
advances now enable the average trader to easily implement their ideas at very low cost, which
has breathed new life into trading systems that were once impractical. If you're ready to create
state-of-the-art algorithms based on your trading ideas but don't know where to start, The
Ultimate Algorithmic Trading System Toolbox is your key to writing flawless codes quickly and
easily.Through an accessible, in-depth exploration of a broad spectrum of the most up-to-date,
readily available testing and trading platforms, this turnkey resource gives you all the knowledge
and tools you need to go from theory to practice to profits. You don't need any programming
experience to program, evaluate, and implement your original trading ideas thanks to the
author's illustrative guidance, seasoned advice on today's most popular software packages, and
source code from his own library. A wealth of trading systems are presented inside, many from
idea to "out-the-door" solution, but it will be up to you to piece together your own ultimate trading
system with the tools provided.Specifically written to be a valuable tool to keep at your side while
hammering out the algorithms for boundless success in today's markets, this dependable
toolbox gives you:Practical advice and expert tips for getting the most out of platforms such as
TradeStation, TradersStudio, MultiCharts, Excel, and moreHandy appendices with sample
codes, keywords, data access, and more to save you time building your algorithmsA companion
website with the latest TradeStation code, Excel spreadsheets, instructional videos, and access
to the author for guidance interpreting and implementing algorithmsGive your trading ideas the
chance they deserve with accurate back testing, proper optimization, and The Ultimate
Algorithmic Trading System Toolbox.From the Back CoverTechnological advances now enable
the average trader to easily implement their ideas at very low cost, which has breathed new life
into trading systems that were once impractical. If you're ready to create state-of-the-art
algorithms based on your trading ideas but don't know where to start, The Ultimate Algorithmic
Trading System Toolbox is your key to writing flawless codes quickly and easily.Through an
accessible, in-depth exploration of a broad spectrum of the most up-to-date, readily available
testing and trading platforms, this turnkey resource gives you all the knowledge and tools you
need to go from theory to practice to profits. You don't need any programming experience to
program, evaluate, and implement your original trading ideas thanks to the author's illustrative
guidance, seasoned advice on today's most popular software packages, and source code from
his own library. A wealth of trading systems are presented inside, many from idea to "out-the-
door" solution, but it will be up to you to piece together your own ultimate trading system with the
tools provided.Specifically written to be a valuable tool to keep at your side while hammering out
the algorithms for boundless success in today's markets, this dependable toolbox gives
you:Practical advice and expert tips for getting the most out of platforms such as TradeStation,
TradersStudio, MultiCharts, Excel, and moreHandy appendices with sample codes, keywords,
data access, and more to save you time building your algorithmsA companion website with the
latest TradeStation code, Excel spreadsheets, instructional videos, and access to the author for



guidance interpreting and implementing algorithmsGive your trading ideas the chance they
deserve with accurate back testing, proper optimization, and The Ultimate Algorithmic Trading
System Toolbox.About the AuthorGEORGE PRUITT is director of research for Futures Truth
Magazine. In addition to coding more than 1,000 different trading methodologies, he has written
for Futures, ActiveTrader, and SFO Magazine, had his research published by The Wall Street
Journal and Barron's, and coauthored The Ultimate Trading Guide and Building Winning Trading
Systems with TradeStation.Read more
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Don’t Be Stupid about InvestingDontBeStupid.club Answers to Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds,
Real Estate and RetirementBy H. Granville JamesITSUS Press ©2016DedicationThe
DontBeStupid.club books about money are dedicated to John Bogle.Mr. Bogle is not stupid
about money.“Saint Jack” stood virtually alone in the wilderness for decades. First millions of
dollars, then billions and now trillions of dollars follow his ideas. His ideas, yes. His ideals? Not
so much.“Saint Jack” was not meant as a compliment originally. Legend says it started as an
insult.Among the ideals, there is a simple thesis that investors gain no benefits from paying high
fees for expensive money managers and complicated investments. Investors will do better by
paying lower fees for simpler products. It’s a well-supported argument using critical thinking at a
level we aspire to. But it really annoys people whose paychecks depend on fees.“Saint Jack” is
the founder of The Vanguard Group. He is single-handedly responsible for changing an industry,
and for saving investors billions of dollars in fees and expenses. It might even be a trillion by now.
The whole industry has lower fees because they have to compete with “Saint Jack”. We guess
that makes stupid people resort to name calling.Perhaps our favorite Bogle moment is from an
interview on one of those financial shows. We paraphrase here:Interviewer: You could make a lot
more money.Bogle: How much better would I eat?Thank you, Saint Jack. Long may you
run.Table of ContentsTitle PageDedicationLet’s BeginWhat is Investing?Where Do I Start?Now
Consider TaxesStep Three. Really Start.The Getting Started SummaryStocks, Bonds and
Mutual FundsPicking Mutual FundsReal EstateCommoditiesCombinations and
DerivativesAlternate InvestmentsInvesting in YourselfRetirement InvestingTrusts and Estate
PlanningEasy AnswersBonus Answer: CompoundingClosing RemarksDon't Be Stupid
ClubCopyrightLet’s BeginEveryone wants to be an investor. It sounds like something good to be.
Being an investor gives us this warm feeling of our money doing all the work for us. We just kick
back and relax, let our money work while we drink margaritas on the beach. Investing just “feels”
that way when you say it, doesn’t it? Being an investor means you’re substantial. You’re smart.
You’re special. And investing makes you rich!Everyone wants to be an investor. Until they make a
bad investment. My Investment lost money? How can this be? Isn’t that wrong?Yes, it is wrong.
And much too frequently, it’s also stupid. This book will stop the stupid part. We cannot guaranty
all investments will make money, in fact most investments don’t. But we can guarantee against
stupidity if you follow our principles.Stupid investments are always due to the lack of critical
thinking (see for a detailed look at all of our critical thinking principles; in this book, the principles
used will be in italics to identify them). Stupid investments are made based on emotion and
hope, not critical thinking. Sometimes you even get lucky and win. You know how the saying
goes, even blind squirrels find acorns occasionally. True, but most of the time they die. And most
of the time stupid investors lose.The perception of investing as something noble is conditioned
into us by a relentless stream of sales messages that start before we’re born. We are
programmed to have an emotional reaction and spend money. There are babies feeling tension



right now because Mom is worrying about investing for their college education. She wasn’t
worried about it until someone selling 529 plans made her think about it. And now she’s going to
think about it until all the kids graduate. Because if she can’t pay for it, then she’s a failure, of
course.Investments are sold based on emotions. Once they get you thinking about investing,
that money sucking sound doesn’t end until you die. And hopefully you die before your
investments run out, because death is better than living without investments. There are plenty of
people out there, collecting fees of course, that will help you figure out “your number”. You can’t
stop working until you have it. And then you have to keep it invested just right, because you can’t
live longer than your investments. Life without a portfolio is just not worth living.Wait a minute...
Do I even want to know my number? Actually, no. I don’t. More on that later.Fleecing, I mean
“servicing”, investors is a big business. Really big. There is a whole industry devoted to making
you think you need their products and you need their help. Because you’re behind! They should
know because they set the target. So you have to invest more to catch up. Doesn’t something
feel wrong when these “helpers” have so much money, make ridiculous salaries and profits,
while their customers are all behind? Trust Common Sense. Of course it’s wrong. Don’t be
stupid. That’s how they got rich.We will cut through all of that bullshit for you. We promise to
Simplify, as we always do, and you will understand investing at a level better than most
professionals charging for their advice. The goal is for you to confidently manage your own
money, listen to others when you think it’s worth your time, and evaluate investment
opportunities from a position of knowledge rather than emotion. It’s not as complicated as
everyone tries to make it.Don’t Be Distracted. Resolve right now to never invest in something
because it “sounds good” or it’s a “hot” time for it, or only your brother-in-law has the secret info.
Resolve to do the analysis and invest only based on answers reached through critical thinking.
Use the principles in this book. Make this commitment to your investments and you will be ahead
of the average investor before even finishing this first chapter.At the end of this book, we’ll give
you a couple of easy investing answers that have seen plenty of our hard-core analysis. And the
truth is, those easy answers are good enough for everyone who does not want to get seriously
into this investing game.If you want to put in the time and effort, then yes, you can be almost as
good as the professional sharks. You have to enjoy it enough, be fascinated by numbers and
human nature and other ethereal interactions. Some days we get in the mood for all that and it
becomes fun. Most people have better things to do with their time, and we’ve done the work
already anyway, so our easy answers are included at the end.But we want to make sure you
understand investing first. That’s why easy answers are at the END. Even if you don’t want to put
much energy into investing, it’s important you understand it well enough so you don’t fall for
some sales pitch or other “hot tip” along the way. The sales pressure is everywhere. You need a
real understanding to deflect it. Our goal is for you to recognize the bullshit when it hits you, even
if you don’t plan to do much hard-core investment analysis for yourself.First Things First. The
chapters in this book are in order. Follow the order. Each chapter requires understanding the one
prior. If something later on sounds more interesting, don’t skip ahead. If you’re interested in a



Commodity but haven’t read the Stock chapter yet, just stay awake an extra hour and read it all.
Then read it again tomorrow, because you were probably half asleep at the end anyway…And
we assume everyone has read “Don’t Be Stupid about Money”. If not, First Things First. Read
our first book about money. If you don’t think about money the way we do, then our discussions
on investing are premature. Plus, we poked fun at “bears” and “corrections” and some other
“sacred cows” in the Money book, so we can’t just repeat those observations here. But we
enjoyed that and want to know you’ve read them too.This book is a little more challenging than
most we write. It assumes you really want to understand investing. If you cannot tolerate a little
dry reading to actually understand investing, then you should not buy this book. And you also
should not invest, because that’s how stupid people lose money.This book is about
understanding investing. It is not another “do this, do that, and you will be rich” book. We hope
you finish this book understanding investing enough to feel confident in any discussion. This
book is not extremely heavy on math and calculations. We intend a real understanding of the
guiding principles, and not so much hard-core analysis of specific investments.Investing is a
game. We play with real money. Follow the Money. All of the rules favor our opponents, because
they make the rules. But investing is still a game you can win if you’re not stupid. The opponents
are actually very stupid, and they assume you are too. And that’s how we win. We’re just a little
less stupid.So let’s all get a little less stupid about investing.What is Investing?Define the Target.
Investing – To put money into shares, property, commercial venture or financial schemes with the
expectation of achieving a profit.Note the word “scheme” in the definition is not intended to imply
a negative commentary. The good people at the Oxford dictionary intend it to be used in the pure
sense. A scheme is just a plan for putting an idea into effect. So, in this definition, it simply
means a plan to make money. Unfortunately, our more sinister understanding of “scheme”
accompanies investing way too often. But more on that later.Anything we do with the expectation
of getting back more value than we put in, that’s investing. It’s important to remember that clearly.
Part of effective sales technique is to limit the prospect’s choices. Think for Yourself. When you
have money to invest, it’s important not to let anyone else define investing for you.ANYTHING
you do with your money intending to make more money is investing.Immediately this should
open your mind to ideas outside traditional investment products. If you’ve seen or heard too
many people advising the “right” balance of stocks and bonds for your age, you might start to
believe those are your only choices. Follow the Money. People selling stocks and bonds would
like you to forget you have other choices. Don’t fall for this sales technique. Make your best
choice from among all possibilities.Very few people have enough money to buy every investment
opportunity they encounter. And if they do, they will not have enough money for very long.
Because here is a dirty little secret, most investments are stupid. Most of the time, the investor
isn’t as sexy as they think. Most investors are investing with their emotions. The people selling
the investments are making the real profits.We’ve all encountered more losers than winners.
Losers are usually the ones bragging about a great investment they made. But they lose most of
the time and just don’t admit it. Or maybe they don’t even know it. People are happy to talk about



their success, and talk even more about their potential success, but their losses remain private.
These people are stupid. They’re emotionally involved. And emotions make stupid
investments.We have to choose the best investments for our money. To make choices that are
not stupid, an evaluation without emotions must be done. We have an almost infinite universe of
investments to choose from, but just a finite amount of money to invest. We have to choose from
among all the clutter. We need decisions based on critical thinking.Not only will well-reasoned
decisions make better investments, there is an additional benefit that makes the world a better
place. You will reduce the profits at companies cashing in on stupid investments.Everyone jokes
about buying swampland in Florida. But people do it every day. The “swamps” move around, but
the tactics stay exactly the same. 1) Tell the prospect a uniquely interesting story, 2) Make the
prospect feel special, and 3) Create an urgency to purchase. Simplify. Look for those three
warning signs. If you see them, just say no. The vast majority of good investments do not have
even one of those elements present in the evaluation. Two or three together just scream DON’T
BE STUPID.Here’s a quick example. “I have three of this coin that was only minted in the year
2000 for the millennium. And we’re really lucky to run into each other just now because I was
about to put them up for auction on EBay. I need the money for a root canal because this back
molar is just killing me. If you want to buy all three right now, I’ll take half of what I’m going to ask
on EBAY because this is so much faster and I’m really in pain. How about $50 per coin? Thanks
for helping me out.” You look at the coins and buy them. Isle of Man Crown coins from 2000 look
really cool. And you can buy them for about $15 on Ebook Library or EBay.That was a simple
one, easily analyzed and defeated if you just ignore the emotions and take the time to do the
analysis. But the method is practiced relentlessly. The world of investment choices gets more
complicated, and the sales tactics more subtle and convincing. But Don’t Be Distracted. You can
cut through all the bullshit by doing the analysis without emotion. In the above case, all you had
to do was Google the coin. But if someone is trying to sell you a variable annuity with downside
protection, it’s not so easy to see the flaws. (Don’t ever buy one.)Stupid Investing is a huge
industry existing within the world of legitimate investing. Sometimes the stupid investment is
even being sold by the same people selling good investments. And frequently the salesperson
doesn’t even know the difference. They can be very passionate about selling that variable
annuity. Think for Yourself. We have to do our own analysis.We use the words “Sold” and
“Selling” next to “Investing” deliberately. We need to make the point strongly here. Investing is
driven by salespeople chasing a paycheck. Do not ever be confused. Selling for profit is what
drives the world of investing. That is not necessarily a bad thing, but it is no different than the
salesperson selling you a car at the dealership. And usually adding the “true coat” to protect the
paint job. Their paycheck depends on you buying. Follow the Money. Everyone wants you to buy
something, and frequently they sell you what makes the most money for them, not what's best
for you.No one is more motivated than you to do the best possible evaluations for your own
money. Keeping a clear understanding of what investing means, and avoiding stupid
investments, is step one of any successful investing career. You cannot trust to blind luck in a



universe saturated with salespeople. You have to evaluate and invest with a real, calculated
expectation of getting more back out than you put in. This has to be a reliable expectation,
critically analyzed and quantifiable. It cannot be hope or emotion.Don’t Be Stupid about
InvestingDontBeStupid.club Answers to Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Real Estate and
RetirementBy H. Granville JamesITSUS Press ©2016Don’t Be Stupid about
InvestingDontBeStupid.club Answers to Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Real Estate and
RetirementBy H. Granville JamesITSUS Press ©2016DedicationThe DontBeStupid.club books
about money are dedicated to John Bogle.Mr. Bogle is not stupid about money.“Saint Jack”
stood virtually alone in the wilderness for decades. First millions of dollars, then billions and now
trillions of dollars follow his ideas. His ideas, yes. His ideals? Not so much.“Saint Jack” was not
meant as a compliment originally. Legend says it started as an insult.Among the ideals, there is a
simple thesis that investors gain no benefits from paying high fees for expensive money
managers and complicated investments. Investors will do better by paying lower fees for simpler
products. It’s a well-supported argument using critical thinking at a level we aspire to. But it really
annoys people whose paychecks depend on fees.“Saint Jack” is the founder of The Vanguard
Group. He is single-handedly responsible for changing an industry, and for saving investors
billions of dollars in fees and expenses. It might even be a trillion by now. The whole industry has
lower fees because they have to compete with “Saint Jack”. We guess that makes stupid people
resort to name calling.Perhaps our favorite Bogle moment is from an interview on one of those
financial shows. We paraphrase here:Interviewer: You could make a lot more money.Bogle: How
much better would I eat?Thank you, Saint Jack. Long may you run.DedicationThe
DontBeStupid.club books about money are dedicated to John Bogle.Mr. Bogle is not stupid
about money.“Saint Jack” stood virtually alone in the wilderness for decades. First millions of
dollars, then billions and now trillions of dollars follow his ideas. His ideas, yes. His ideals? Not
so much.“Saint Jack” was not meant as a compliment originally. Legend says it started as an
insult.Among the ideals, there is a simple thesis that investors gain no benefits from paying high
fees for expensive money managers and complicated investments. Investors will do better by
paying lower fees for simpler products. It’s a well-supported argument using critical thinking at a
level we aspire to. But it really annoys people whose paychecks depend on fees.“Saint Jack” is
the founder of The Vanguard Group. He is single-handedly responsible for changing an industry,
and for saving investors billions of dollars in fees and expenses. It might even be a trillion by now.
The whole industry has lower fees because they have to compete with “Saint Jack”. We guess
that makes stupid people resort to name calling.Perhaps our favorite Bogle moment is from an
interview on one of those financial shows. We paraphrase here:Interviewer: You could make a lot
more money.Bogle: How much better would I eat?Thank you, Saint Jack. Long may you
run.Table of ContentsTitle PageDedicationLet’s BeginWhat is Investing?Where Do I Start?Now
Consider TaxesStep Three. Really Start.The Getting Started SummaryStocks, Bonds and
Mutual FundsPicking Mutual FundsReal EstateCommoditiesCombinations and
DerivativesAlternate InvestmentsInvesting in YourselfRetirement InvestingTrusts and Estate



PlanningEasy AnswersBonus Answer: CompoundingClosing RemarksDon't Be Stupid
ClubCopyrightTable of Contents Title Page Dedication Let’s Begin What is Investing? Where Do
I Start? Now Consider Taxes Step Three. Really Start. The Getting Started Summary Stocks,
Bonds and Mutual Funds Picking Mutual Funds Real Estate Commodities Combinations and
Derivatives Alternate Investments Investing in Yourself Retirement Investing Trusts and Estate
Planning Easy Answers Bonus Answer: Compounding Closing Remarks Don't Be Stupid Club
CopyrightLet’s BeginEveryone wants to be an investor. It sounds like something good to be.
Being an investor gives us this warm feeling of our money doing all the work for us. We just kick
back and relax, let our money work while we drink margaritas on the beach. Investing just “feels”
that way when you say it, doesn’t it? Being an investor means you’re substantial. You’re smart.
You’re special. And investing makes you rich!Everyone wants to be an investor. Until they make a
bad investment. My Investment lost money? How can this be? Isn’t that wrong?Yes, it is wrong.
And much too frequently, it’s also stupid. This book will stop the stupid part. We cannot guaranty
all investments will make money, in fact most investments don’t. But we can guarantee against
stupidity if you follow our principles.Stupid investments are always due to the lack of critical
thinking (see for a detailed look at all of our critical thinking principles; in this book, the principles
used will be in italics to identify them). Stupid investments are made based on emotion and
hope, not critical thinking. Sometimes you even get lucky and win. You know how the saying
goes, even blind squirrels find acorns occasionally. True, but most of the time they die. And most
of the time stupid investors lose.The perception of investing as something noble is conditioned
into us by a relentless stream of sales messages that start before we’re born. We are
programmed to have an emotional reaction and spend money. There are babies feeling tension
right now because Mom is worrying about investing for their college education. She wasn’t
worried about it until someone selling 529 plans made her think about it. And now she’s going to
think about it until all the kids graduate. Because if she can’t pay for it, then she’s a failure, of
course.Investments are sold based on emotions. Once they get you thinking about investing,
that money sucking sound doesn’t end until you die. And hopefully you die before your
investments run out, because death is better than living without investments. There are plenty of
people out there, collecting fees of course, that will help you figure out “your number”. You can’t
stop working until you have it. And then you have to keep it invested just right, because you can’t
live longer than your investments. Life without a portfolio is just not worth living.Wait a minute...
Do I even want to know my number? Actually, no. I don’t. More on that later.Fleecing, I mean
“servicing”, investors is a big business. Really big. There is a whole industry devoted to making
you think you need their products and you need their help. Because you’re behind! They should
know because they set the target. So you have to invest more to catch up. Doesn’t something
feel wrong when these “helpers” have so much money, make ridiculous salaries and profits,
while their customers are all behind? Trust Common Sense. Of course it’s wrong. Don’t be
stupid. That’s how they got rich.We will cut through all of that bullshit for you. We promise to
Simplify, as we always do, and you will understand investing at a level better than most



professionals charging for their advice. The goal is for you to confidently manage your own
money, listen to others when you think it’s worth your time, and evaluate investment
opportunities from a position of knowledge rather than emotion. It’s not as complicated as
everyone tries to make it.Don’t Be Distracted. Resolve right now to never invest in something
because it “sounds good” or it’s a “hot” time for it, or only your brother-in-law has the secret info.
Resolve to do the analysis and invest only based on answers reached through critical thinking.
Use the principles in this book. Make this commitment to your investments and you will be ahead
of the average investor before even finishing this first chapter.At the end of this book, we’ll give
you a couple of easy investing answers that have seen plenty of our hard-core analysis. And the
truth is, those easy answers are good enough for everyone who does not want to get seriously
into this investing game.If you want to put in the time and effort, then yes, you can be almost as
good as the professional sharks. You have to enjoy it enough, be fascinated by numbers and
human nature and other ethereal interactions. Some days we get in the mood for all that and it
becomes fun. Most people have better things to do with their time, and we’ve done the work
already anyway, so our easy answers are included at the end.But we want to make sure you
understand investing first. That’s why easy answers are at the END. Even if you don’t want to put
much energy into investing, it’s important you understand it well enough so you don’t fall for
some sales pitch or other “hot tip” along the way. The sales pressure is everywhere. You need a
real understanding to deflect it. Our goal is for you to recognize the bullshit when it hits you, even
if you don’t plan to do much hard-core investment analysis for yourself.First Things First. The
chapters in this book are in order. Follow the order. Each chapter requires understanding the one
prior. If something later on sounds more interesting, don’t skip ahead. If you’re interested in a
Commodity but haven’t read the Stock chapter yet, just stay awake an extra hour and read it all.
Then read it again tomorrow, because you were probably half asleep at the end anyway…And
we assume everyone has read “Don’t Be Stupid about Money”. If not, First Things First. Read
our first book about money. If you don’t think about money the way we do, then our discussions
on investing are premature. Plus, we poked fun at “bears” and “corrections” and some other
“sacred cows” in the Money book, so we can’t just repeat those observations here. But we
enjoyed that and want to know you’ve read them too.This book is a little more challenging than
most we write. It assumes you really want to understand investing. If you cannot tolerate a little
dry reading to actually understand investing, then you should not buy this book. And you also
should not invest, because that’s how stupid people lose money.This book is about
understanding investing. It is not another “do this, do that, and you will be rich” book. We hope
you finish this book understanding investing enough to feel confident in any discussion. This
book is not extremely heavy on math and calculations. We intend a real understanding of the
guiding principles, and not so much hard-core analysis of specific investments.Investing is a
game. We play with real money. Follow the Money. All of the rules favor our opponents, because
they make the rules. But investing is still a game you can win if you’re not stupid. The opponents
are actually very stupid, and they assume you are too. And that’s how we win. We’re just a little



less stupid.So let’s all get a little less stupid about investing.Let’s BeginEveryone wants to be an
investor. It sounds like something good to be. Being an investor gives us this warm feeling of our
money doing all the work for us. We just kick back and relax, let our money work while we drink
margaritas on the beach. Investing just “feels” that way when you say it, doesn’t it? Being an
investor means you’re substantial. You’re smart. You’re special. And investing makes you rich!
Everyone wants to be an investor. Until they make a bad investment. My Investment lost money?
How can this be? Isn’t that wrong?Yes, it is wrong. And much too frequently, it’s also stupid. This
book will stop the stupid part. We cannot guaranty all investments will make money, in fact most
investments don’t. But we can guarantee against stupidity if you follow our principles.Stupid
investments are always due to the lack of critical thinking (see for a detailed look at all of our
critical thinking principles; in this book, the principles used will be in italics to identify them).
Stupid investments are made based on emotion and hope, not critical thinking. Sometimes you
even get lucky and win. You know how the saying goes, even blind squirrels find acorns
occasionally. True, but most of the time they die. And most of the time stupid investors lose.The
perception of investing as something noble is conditioned into us by a relentless stream of sales
messages that start before we’re born. We are programmed to have an emotional reaction and
spend money. There are babies feeling tension right now because Mom is worrying about
investing for their college education. She wasn’t worried about it until someone selling 529 plans
made her think about it. And now she’s going to think about it until all the kids graduate. Because
if she can’t pay for it, then she’s a failure, of course.Investments are sold based on emotions.
Once they get you thinking about investing, that money sucking sound doesn’t end until you die.
And hopefully you die before your investments run out, because death is better than living
without investments. There are plenty of people out there, collecting fees of course, that will help
you figure out “your number”. You can’t stop working until you have it. And then you have to keep
it invested just right, because you can’t live longer than your investments. Life without a portfolio
is just not worth living.Wait a minute... Do I even want to know my number? Actually, no. I don’t.
More on that later.Fleecing, I mean “servicing”, investors is a big business. Really big. There is a
whole industry devoted to making you think you need their products and you need their help.
Because you’re behind! They should know because they set the target. So you have to invest
more to catch up. Doesn’t something feel wrong when these “helpers” have so much money,
make ridiculous salaries and profits, while their customers are all behind? Trust Common Sense.
Of course it’s wrong. Don’t be stupid. That’s how they got rich.We will cut through all of that
bullshit for you. We promise to Simplify, as we always do, and you will understand investing at a
level better than most professionals charging for their advice. The goal is for you to confidently
manage your own money, listen to others when you think it’s worth your time, and evaluate
investment opportunities from a position of knowledge rather than emotion. It’s not as
complicated as everyone tries to make it.Don’t Be Distracted. Resolve right now to never invest
in something because it “sounds good” or it’s a “hot” time for it, or only your brother-in-law has
the secret info. Resolve to do the analysis and invest only based on answers reached through



critical thinking. Use the principles in this book. Make this commitment to your investments and
you will be ahead of the average investor before even finishing this first chapter.At the end of this
book, we’ll give you a couple of easy investing answers that have seen plenty of our hard-core
analysis. And the truth is, those easy answers are good enough for everyone who does not want
to get seriously into this investing game.If you want to put in the time and effort, then yes, you
can be almost as good as the professional sharks. You have to enjoy it enough, be fascinated by
numbers and human nature and other ethereal interactions. Some days we get in the mood for
all that and it becomes fun. Most people have better things to do with their time, and we’ve done
the work already anyway, so our easy answers are included at the end.But we want to make sure
you understand investing first. That’s why easy answers are at the END. Even if you don’t want to
put much energy into investing, it’s important you understand it well enough so you don’t fall for
some sales pitch or other “hot tip” along the way. The sales pressure is everywhere. You need a
real understanding to deflect it. Our goal is for you to recognize the bullshit when it hits you, even
if you don’t plan to do much hard-core investment analysis for yourself.First Things First. The
chapters in this book are in order. Follow the order. Each chapter requires understanding the one
prior. If something later on sounds more interesting, don’t skip ahead. If you’re interested in a
Commodity but haven’t read the Stock chapter yet, just stay awake an extra hour and read it all.
Then read it again tomorrow, because you were probably half asleep at the end anyway…And
we assume everyone has read “Don’t Be Stupid about Money”. If not, First Things First. Read
our first book about money. If you don’t think about money the way we do, then our discussions
on investing are premature. Plus, we poked fun at “bears” and “corrections” and some other
“sacred cows” in the Money book, so we can’t just repeat those observations here. But we
enjoyed that and want to know you’ve read them too.This book is a little more challenging than
most we write. It assumes you really want to understand investing. If you cannot tolerate a little
dry reading to actually understand investing, then you should not buy this book. And you also
should not invest, because that’s how stupid people lose money.This book is about
understanding investing. It is not another “do this, do that, and you will be rich” book. We hope
you finish this book understanding investing enough to feel confident in any discussion. This
book is not extremely heavy on math and calculations. We intend a real understanding of the
guiding principles, and not so much hard-core analysis of specific investments.Investing is a
game. We play with real money. Follow the Money. All of the rules favor our opponents, because
they make the rules. But investing is still a game you can win if you’re not stupid. The opponents
are actually very stupid, and they assume you are too. And that’s how we win. We’re just a little
less stupid.So let’s all get a little less stupid about investing.What is Investing?Define the Target.
Investing – To put money into shares, property, commercial venture or financial schemes with the
expectation of achieving a profit.Note the word “scheme” in the definition is not intended to imply
a negative commentary. The good people at the Oxford dictionary intend it to be used in the pure
sense. A scheme is just a plan for putting an idea into effect. So, in this definition, it simply
means a plan to make money. Unfortunately, our more sinister understanding of “scheme”



accompanies investing way too often. But more on that later.Anything we do with the expectation
of getting back more value than we put in, that’s investing. It’s important to remember that clearly.
Part of effective sales technique is to limit the prospect’s choices. Think for Yourself. When you
have money to invest, it’s important not to let anyone else define investing for you.ANYTHING
you do with your money intending to make more money is investing.Immediately this should
open your mind to ideas outside traditional investment products. If you’ve seen or heard too
many people advising the “right” balance of stocks and bonds for your age, you might start to
believe those are your only choices. Follow the Money. People selling stocks and bonds would
like you to forget you have other choices. Don’t fall for this sales technique. Make your best
choice from among all possibilities.Very few people have enough money to buy every investment
opportunity they encounter. And if they do, they will not have enough money for very long.
Because here is a dirty little secret, most investments are stupid. Most of the time, the investor
isn’t as sexy as they think. Most investors are investing with their emotions. The people selling
the investments are making the real profits.We’ve all encountered more losers than winners.
Losers are usually the ones bragging about a great investment they made. But they lose most of
the time and just don’t admit it. Or maybe they don’t even know it. People are happy to talk about
their success, and talk even more about their potential success, but their losses remain private.
These people are stupid. They’re emotionally involved. And emotions make stupid
investments.We have to choose the best investments for our money. To make choices that are
not stupid, an evaluation without emotions must be done. We have an almost infinite universe of
investments to choose from, but just a finite amount of money to invest. We have to choose from
among all the clutter. We need decisions based on critical thinking.Not only will well-reasoned
decisions make better investments, there is an additional benefit that makes the world a better
place. You will reduce the profits at companies cashing in on stupid investments.Everyone jokes
about buying swampland in Florida. But people do it every day. The “swamps” move around, but
the tactics stay exactly the same. 1) Tell the prospect a uniquely interesting story, 2) Make the
prospect feel special, and 3) Create an urgency to purchase. Simplify. Look for those three
warning signs. If you see them, just say no. The vast majority of good investments do not have
even one of those elements present in the evaluation. Two or three together just scream DON’T
BE STUPID.Here’s a quick example. “I have three of this coin that was only minted in the year
2000 for the millennium. And we’re really lucky to run into each other just now because I was
about to put them up for auction on EBay. I need the money for a root canal because this back
molar is just killing me. If you want to buy all three right now, I’ll take half of what I’m going to ask
on EBAY because this is so much faster and I’m really in pain. How about $50 per coin? Thanks
for helping me out.” You look at the coins and buy them. Isle of Man Crown coins from 2000 look
really cool. And you can buy them for about $15 on Ebook Library or EBay.That was a simple
one, easily analyzed and defeated if you just ignore the emotions and take the time to do the
analysis. But the method is practiced relentlessly. The world of investment choices gets more
complicated, and the sales tactics more subtle and convincing. But Don’t Be Distracted. You can



cut through all the bullshit by doing the analysis without emotion. In the above case, all you had
to do was Google the coin. But if someone is trying to sell you a variable annuity with downside
protection, it’s not so easy to see the flaws. (Don’t ever buy one.)Stupid Investing is a huge
industry existing within the world of legitimate investing. Sometimes the stupid investment is
even being sold by the same people selling good investments. And frequently the salesperson
doesn’t even know the difference. They can be very passionate about selling that variable
annuity. Think for Yourself. We have to do our own analysis.We use the words “Sold” and
“Selling” next to “Investing” deliberately. We need to make the point strongly here. Investing is
driven by salespeople chasing a paycheck. Do not ever be confused. Selling for profit is what
drives the world of investing. That is not necessarily a bad thing, but it is no different than the
salesperson selling you a car at the dealership. And usually adding the “true coat” to protect the
paint job. Their paycheck depends on you buying. Follow the Money. Everyone wants you to buy
something, and frequently they sell you what makes the most money for them, not what's best
for you.No one is more motivated than you to do the best possible evaluations for your own
money. Keeping a clear understanding of what investing means, and avoiding stupid
investments, is step one of any successful investing career. You cannot trust to blind luck in a
universe saturated with salespeople. You have to evaluate and invest with a real, calculated
expectation of getting more back out than you put in. This has to be a reliable expectation,
critically analyzed and quantifiable. It cannot be hope or emotion.What is Investing?Define the
Target. Investing – To put money into shares, property, commercial venture or financial schemes
with the expectation of achieving a profit.Note the word “scheme” in the definition is not intended
to imply a negative commentary. The good people at the Oxford dictionary intend it to be used in
the pure sense. A scheme is just a plan for putting an idea into effect. So, in this definition, it
simply means a plan to make money. Unfortunately, our more sinister understanding of “scheme”
accompanies investing way too often. But more on that later.Anything we do with the expectation
of getting back more value than we put in, that’s investing. It’s important to remember that clearly.
Part of effective sales technique is to limit the prospect’s choices. Think for Yourself. When you
have money to invest, it’s important not to let anyone else define investing for you.ANYTHING
you do with your money intending to make more money is investing.Immediately this should
open your mind to ideas outside traditional investment products. If you’ve seen or heard too
many people advising the “right” balance of stocks and bonds for your age, you might start to
believe those are your only choices. Follow the Money. People selling stocks and bonds would
like you to forget you have other choices. Don’t fall for this sales technique. Make your best
choice from among all possibilities.Very few people have enough money to buy every investment
opportunity they encounter. And if they do, they will not have enough money for very long.
Because here is a dirty little secret, most investments are stupid. Most of the time, the investor
isn’t as sexy as they think. Most investors are investing with their emotions. The people selling
the investments are making the real profits.We’ve all encountered more losers than winners.
Losers are usually the ones bragging about a great investment they made. But they lose most of



the time and just don’t admit it. Or maybe they don’t even know it. People are happy to talk about
their success, and talk even more about their potential success, but their losses remain private.
These people are stupid. They’re emotionally involved. And emotions make stupid
investments.We have to choose the best investments for our money. To make choices that are
not stupid, an evaluation without emotions must be done. We have an almost infinite universe of
investments to choose from, but just a finite amount of money to invest. We have to choose from
among all the clutter. We need decisions based on critical thinking.Not only will well-reasoned
decisions make better investments, there is an additional benefit that makes the world a better
place. You will reduce the profits at companies cashing in on stupid investments.Everyone jokes
about buying swampland in Florida. But people do it every day. The “swamps” move around, but
the tactics stay exactly the same. 1) Tell the prospect a uniquely interesting story, 2) Make the
prospect feel special, and 3) Create an urgency to purchase. Simplify. Look for those three
warning signs. If you see them, just say no. The vast majority of good investments do not have
even one of those elements present in the evaluation. Two or three together just scream DON’T
BE STUPID.Here’s a quick example. “I have three of this coin that was only minted in the year
2000 for the millennium. And we’re really lucky to run into each other just now because I was
about to put them up for auction on EBay. I need the money for a root canal because this back
molar is just killing me. If you want to buy all three right now, I’ll take half of what I’m going to ask
on EBAY because this is so much faster and I’m really in pain. How about $50 per coin? Thanks
for helping me out.” You look at the coins and buy them. Isle of Man Crown coins from 2000 look
really cool. And you can buy them for about $15 on Ebook Library or EBay.That was a simple
one, easily analyzed and defeated if you just ignore the emotions and take the time to do the
analysis. But the method is practiced relentlessly. The world of investment choices gets more
complicated, and the sales tactics more subtle and convincing. But Don’t Be Distracted. You can
cut through all the bullshit by doing the analysis without emotion. In the above case, all you had
to do was Google the coin. But if someone is trying to sell you a variable annuity with downside
protection, it’s not so easy to see the flaws. (Don’t ever buy one.)Stupid Investing is a huge
industry existing within the world of legitimate investing. Sometimes the stupid investment is
even being sold by the same people selling good investments. And frequently the salesperson
doesn’t even know the difference. They can be very passionate about selling that variable
annuity. Think for Yourself. We have to do our own analysis.We use the words “Sold” and
“Selling” next to “Investing” deliberately. We need to make the point strongly here. Investing is
driven by salespeople chasing a paycheck. Do not ever be confused. Selling for profit is what
drives the world of investing. That is not necessarily a bad thing, but it is no different than the
salesperson selling you a car at the dealership. And usually adding the “true coat” to protect the
paint job. Their paycheck depends on you buying. Follow the Money. Everyone wants you to buy
something, and frequently they sell you what makes the most money for them, not what's best
for you.No one is more motivated than you to do the best possible evaluations for your own
money. Keeping a clear understanding of what investing means, and avoiding stupid



investments, is step one of any successful investing career. You cannot trust to blind luck in a
universe saturated with salespeople. You have to evaluate and invest with a real, calculated
expectation of getting more back out than you put in. This has to be a reliable expectation,
critically analyzed and quantifiable. It cannot be hope or emotion.
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